The genome-wide expression response to telomerase deletion in *Saccharomyces cerevisiae*
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Loss of the protective function of telomeres has previously been hypothesized to cause a DNA damage response. Here, we report a genome-wide expression response, the telomerase deletion response (TDR), that occurs when telomeres can no longer be maintained by telomerase. The TDR shares features with other DNA damage responses and the stress response. Unexpectedly, another feature of the TDR is the up-regulation of energy production genes, accompanied by a proliferation of mitochondria. Finally, a discrete set of genes, the "telomerase deletion signature", is uniquely up-regulated in the TDR but not under other conditions of stress and DNA damage that have been reported. The telomerase deletion signature genes define new candidates for involvement in cellular responses to altered telomere structure or function.

Telomeres, the DNA-protein complexes at the ends of eukaryotic chromosomes, are essential for maintaining genomic stability. They prevent chromosome end-to-end fusions and protect chromosomal DNA ends against uncontrolled nucleolytic degradation. It has been suggested that a defining feature of telomeres is to prevent chromosome ends from being treated as double-strand breaks. Loss of telomere function elicits some responses in common with double-strand breaks (1, 2), but it has not been tested directly whether checkpoints and cellular responses exist that are specific for damage at the telomere.

Telomere length is replenished over multiple cell generations by addition onto chromosome ends of tandem repeats of simple-sequence telomeric DNA by the ribonucleoprotein reverse transcriptase telomerase. Positive regulators of telomerase action include DNA damage checkpoint and repair genes (3). In the yeast *Saccharomyces cerevisiae*, deleting telomerase causes progressive telomere shortening and eventual cell-cycle arrest in G2/M, resulting in senescence of most of the cell population (4–6). It is unknown whether this arrest is caused by a DNA damage checkpoint that is activated directly as a result of short telomeres being recognized as double-strand breaks, or whether it is an indirect consequence of chromosomal fusions at nonfunctional telomeres and subsequent breakage of the resulting dicentric chromosomes.

From the senescing yeast cells, a subpopulation of survivor cells that replicate telomeres by recombination emerges (4). Known requirements for the generation and growth of survivor cells include the double-strand break repair/recombination proteins Rad52p, Rad51p, Rad50p, Rad59p, and Sgs1p (4, 6–10). However, very little is known about how recombination pathways are activated for telomere maintenance or what additional adaptive changes may be required for survivors to arise and proliferate.

We examined genome-wide changes in mRNA transcript levels after deleting *TLC1*, the telomerase RNA component, in *S. cerevisiae*. Here we show that such cells exhibit a previously uncharacterized gene expression profile, which we have termed the telomerase deletion response (TDR). Telomere shortening evoked genome-wide responses that had both similarities to, and significant differences from, responses caused by other types of DNA damage. Aspects of the environmental stress response (ESR; ref. 11) were activated once telomeres became sufficiently short. A subset of the ESR was sustained in survivors. Oxidative phosphorylation genes became up-regulated and mitochondria proliferated specifically in senescent cells. Comparisons of the genome-wide response to telomerase deletion with a variety of DNA damage and stress conditions identified a small group of genes that is uniquely up-regulated in the TDR, defining a "telomerase deletion signature" response. Together, these changes suggest that adaptive strategies exist for life without telomerase.

Materials and Methods

Strains. For the telomerase deletion time courses, EHB3021 (ade2ΔhisG his3Δ200 met15Δ0 trp1Δ63 ura3Δ0 Δtle1::HIS3 pRS316-TLC1 MATa) and reference strain EHB3022 (ade2ΔhisG::HIS3 his3Δ200 met15Δ0 trp1Δ63 ura3Δ0 MATa) were used. Construction details are published as supporting information on the PNAS web site, www.pnas.org.

Growth and Characterization of Δtle1. To generate Δtle1 strains, EHB3021 was streaked onto 5-fluoroorotic acid (5FOA) plates to counterselect *pRS316-TLC1* and grown at 30°C for 2 days. For each time course, 500 ml of yeast extract/peptone/dextrose (YPD) was inoculated with a single colony. Cultures were grown to 0.4–0.5 OD A600, and aliquots were used to inoculate the next culture and for viability and budding index analyses. The remaining cells were harvested and frozen in liquid nitrogen.

To analyze viability, 1:1,000 and 1:10,000 dilutions of samples from each culture were plated in duplicate onto YPD plates. Colonies were counted after 3 days of growth, and the final viability was normalized with respect to the OD A600 of the undiluted culture. To determine the budding index, paraformaldehyde-fixed cells were examined under ×100 magnification for the presence and size of a bud. Cells with buds less than half the size of the mother cell were counted as small-budded. At least 200 cells were counted for each time point.

Telomere Length Analysis. Telomere length analysis was performed as described (12).

RNA Isolation, Probe Preparation, and Microarray Hybridization. Total RNA was prepared as described (13). mRNA was prepared by Oligo-dT cellulose chromatography as described in supporting information. Preparation of Cy3- and Cy5-labeled cDNA probes is also described in supporting information. Microarrays printed with ≈6,200 ORFs from *S. cerevisiae* (14) were constructed and processed as described (15). For each time course, the reference cDNA was prepared by pooling equal amounts of mRNA from each time point and from wild-type cells. Both wild-type and time course samples were hybridized against the pooled reference by using conditions described (15).

Data Acquisition and Analysis. Arrays were scanned on a GenePix 4000 scanner (Axon Instruments, Foster City, CA). Data were quantified by using GENEPIX PRO V3.0 and further processed by using AMAD V1.0. Because a pooled sample was used as the reference, ratio measurements from the time course data were normalized relative to wild-type ratios before further analysis.
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Pairwise average linkage clustering analysis was performed by using the program CLUSTER and visualized by using TREEVIEW (16). The data can be downloaded from http://biochemistry.ucsf.edu/~blackburn/TDR. Genes whose expression changed by 2-fold or more relative to wildtype in at least one time point in both experiments were selected for further analysis. For analysis of subtelomeric genes, the peak-to-trough distance of the expression ratio of a gene (as a function of time) was also used to determine fold induction or repression. The Yeast Proteome Database and the Saccharomyces Genome Database (at ftp://genome-ftp.stanford.edu/pub/yeast/SacchDB/) were used to facilitate further analysis and interpretation of the expression profiles.

Mitochondrial Imaging. Mitochondria were visualized by using a green fluorescent protein (GFP) that is targeted to the mitochondrial matrix (18). Briefly, an integrating TRP1 plasmid bearing a fusion gene of the COX4 presequence and the GFP gene under control of the ADH4 promoter was introduced into EHB3021. Δtel1 mutant cells were generated and passaged as described above. At the end of each passage, cells were fixed with paraformaldehyde (see supporting information) and imaged by using a Leica scanning confocal microscope. The mitochondria were not visualized before selecting a cell for imaging.

Results

Genome-Wide Response to Deletion of Telomerase. To analyze the global gene expression response to loss of telomerase activity, a telomerase RNA deletion mutant (Δtel1) was generated and passaged. Starting with a strain whose only copy of TLR1, the gene encoding the telomerase RNA component, was on a URA3-marked plasmid, we selected against the plasmid by initial growth on 5-fluoroorotic acid, and inoculated two single colonies into two liquid cultures. The cells were passaged eight times and kept at cell densities low enough to sustain growth continuously in log phase. At the end of each passage, cell viability, cellular budding index, telomere length, and mRNA profiles were analyzed. As telomeres shortened, viability decreased and large-budded (G2/M arrested), often enlarged and occasionally multibudded, cells accumulated (Fig. 1). At the peak senescence time points, the vast majority of cells were enlarged. Survivor cells that maintain their telomeres by recombination to produce heterogeneously elongated telomeres overtook the culture on the sixth and seventh passages, respectively, for time courses 1 and 2 (Fig. 1A). The appearance of survivors coincided with regaining of population viability and normal cell cycle distribution, which were maintained during further passaging. Changes in transcript levels were measured by hybridization of fluorescently labeled cDNA prepared from each time point on microarrays printed with ~6,200 S. cerevisiae ORFs (14). Groups of genes with similar expression profiles were delineated by using hierarchical clustering (16). Expression of approximately 650 ORFs changed twofold or more relative to wild type in at least one time point in both time courses (Fig. 2). These changes, which we have termed the telomerase deletion response, or TDR, displayed a temporal pattern that correlated strongly and reproducibly with telomere length profile, viability, and budding index. Overall, the TDR changes were greatest in number and magnitude when telomeres were shortest and viability was at a minimum. Once survivors took over, the expression of many, but not all, of the TDR genes returned to wild-type levels. The TDR genes encompass a wide variety of functions including protein synthesis, energy production, stress response, protein folding, cell wall maintenance, carbohydrate and phosphate metabolism, RNA processing, and nucleotide synthesis (17). Approximately one-third of these genes have no functional annotations in the database (17). However, four major responses (described below) were revealed: a DNA damage response, a stress response, an altered metabolic program, and the induction of a unique telomerase deletion signature.

Fig. 1. Effects of deleting TLR1 on telomere length, viability, and budding index of cells for duplicate time courses. (a) Telomere length analysis. Southern analysis of XhoI-digested genomic DNA prepared from each time point probed with a telomeric repeat oligonucleotide. Brackets mark the presurvivor Y'-containing telomeric band. The first lane shows telomere length before counterselection of pRS316-TLR1. (b) Viability as measured by colony forming units (CFU) per unit of OD (A550) per time of OD (A550). (c) Approximate distribution of cells throughout the cell cycle. Unbudded cells (●) correspond roughly to G1, small-budded (●) to late G1 and S phase, and large-budded (●) to G2/M and early G1. Multibudded cells.

Genes with Known Telomeric Functions. The TDR included only a few genes previously implicated in telomere function. Three of these were down-regulated when telomeres were shortest: RAP1, a central negative regulator of telomere length (19); EBS1, a gene that contains an RRM RNA recognition motif and is also homologous to the telomerase component EST1 (20); and TBF1, which encodes a DNA-binding protein (21). RAP1 and its associated proteins regulate access of telomerase to the telomere in a length-dependent manner (19); thus, RAP1 down-regulation could be an adaptive response to shortened telomeres. Two genes previously implicated only in meiosis were induced in the TDR: NDJ1 binds telomeres specifically in meiosis (22, 23), but was up-regulated during senescence, and the meiotic recombination gene MSC1 (24) was induced by the third passage and remained up-regulated in survivors. None of the DNA recombination and repair genes known to be involved in the recombination pathways that maintain telomeres in survivors (RAD52, RAD51, RAD50, RAD59, and SGS1; refs. 4 and 6–10) were up-regulated in survivors. However, RAD51 was transiently up-regulated during senescence. Such up-regulation may help produce survivors, which arise with lower frequency in a rad51 genetic background (8).
Cell Cycle-Regulated Genes. Because many of the changes in the TDR correlated with the appearance of large-budded cells during senescence, we determined whether the maximal TDR simply reflected a G2/M arrest. Of the ∼800 genes that normally show cell cycle-regulated expression of their transcript levels (15, 25), approximately 120 were included in the TDR. Although many of these were induced or repressed as they are in G2/M (see Fig. 6, which is published as supporting information on the PNAS website, www.pnas.org), many others were induced rather than repressed, or vice versa. Expression of some cell cycle-regulated genes showed no correlation with changes in the large-budded population (Fig. 6). Hence, changes caused by G2/M arrest were not sufficient to account for the majority of the TDR.
Subtelomeric Genes. Expression of 77 (about 25%) of the genes located within 20 kb of any chromosome end changed (in most cases being induced) at least twofold relative to wild type or during the course of the experiment (see Fig. 7, which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site). Most changes were maximal when telomeres were shortest and disappeared once telomeres were lengthened by recombination (Fig. 7). Therefore, up-regulation of these genes may have occurred through loss of telomeric silencing resulting from the combined effects of telomere shortening and the above-mentioned down-regulation of RAP1, because Rap1p acts to repress subtelomeric genes (26). However, some subtelomeric genes (e.g., MSC1 and HXK1) were induced early in the TDR and stayed induced in survivors, suggesting that their up-regulation was not because of loss of telomeric silencing.

Comparison of the TDR to DNA Damage Responses. DNA damage caused by methyl methane sulfonate (MMS; refs. 27 and 28), ionizing radiation (IR; ref. 28), or a single double-strand cut by HO endonuclease (29) results in significantly overlapping genomic expression responses. The TDR had both striking differences from, and shared features with, these reported responses (Fig. 3 and Fig. 8, which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site). Many of the MMS- and IR-induced gene expression changes, including a stress response, depend on the DNA damage checkpoint kinase Mec1p (28). Notably, these treatments induce a “DNA damage signature” cluster consisting of nine genes (28): the ribonucleotide reductase subunits RNR2 and RNR4, the DNA-damage repair genes RAD51 and RAD54, the DNA-damage-inducible mitochondrial nuclease DIN7, PLM2, which has homology to the forkhead associated-domain found in several transcription factors and kinases (30), and two uncharacterized ORFs (YER004W and YBR070C). Five of these genes: RNR2, RNR4, RAD51, DIN7, and PLM2 also were up-regulated in the TDR. In addition, in the TDR, the ribonucleotide reductase subunit RNR3, previously shown to be up-regulated by MMS and IR treatment (31, 32), was induced. Expression of
these six genes was maximal when telomeres were shortest and returned to near wild-type levels once long telomeres were generated via recombination. Hence, these results showed that telomere shortening caused by telomerase deletion induces a DNA damage response. However, the TDR also was clearly distinguishable from other DNA damage responses because, as discussed below, a large number of genes also was induced or repressed in the TDR but not in response to MMS, IR, and HO endonuclease treatments (Figs. 3 and 8).

Expression of Energy Production Genes. A marked up-regulation of genes involved in oxidative phosphorylation was observed in the TDR (Fig. 3). These changes were maximal when telomeres were shortest and included genes encoding multiple components of the F1F0 ATP synthetase and the electron transport chain. Such changes have not been reported for other DNA damage responses. In addition, tricarboxylic acid cycle genes, ethanol utilization genes, and SLP4, a transcriptional activator of gluconeogenesis genes also were induced. This pattern suggested that senescing cells had initiated a metabolic program similar to a diauxic shift, in which depletion of glucose from the growth medium results in a shift from anaerobic to aerobic respiration (ref. 15, and Fig. 9, which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site). Direct measurement of the glucose concentration in the medium at the end of each passage showed that no significant depletion of glucose had occurred (data not shown). The induction of energy production genes despite high glucose levels suggested that telomere shortening/disruption alters the metabolic program.

To test whether aerobic respiration might be important for survival of Δtcl1 cells, we compared Δtcl1 mutants to Δtcl1 Δpet100 double mutants by using a liquid growth assay (5). Pet100p is required for cytochrome c oxidase assembly, and null mutants are deficient in respiration (33). We found no significant differences in the rates of senescence between the two strains (data not shown). Hence, respiration per se does not delay or accelerate senescence. However, when the mitochondria of tcl1 mutants were visualized directly, they were seen to proliferate significantly during senescence (Fig. 4b). This proliferation was apparent in the vast majority of enlarged senescent cells (data not shown). In contrast, the mitochondria appeared normal early in the time course and in survivors (Fig. 4a and c).

The Environmental Stress Response in Telomerase-Deficient Cells. Treatment with DNA-damaging agents activates a Mec1p-mediated ESR (28). The ESR is a stereotypical pattern of changes in the expression of approximately 900 genes evoked by a large variety of environmental stresses, including heat shock, osmotic shock, DTT, nitrogen starvation, and peroxide (11). Approximately 50% of the genes up-regulated in the ESR were also induced in the TDR (see Fig. 10, which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site). Over half of these contained the STRE (stress responsive element) promoter element, which mediates transcriptional induction under a variety of stresses (34). This subset of TDR genes encodes chaperones (see Fig. 11, which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site), heat shock proteins, metabolic genes, and kinases (17). A common response to stresses is the increased storage of trehalose and glycogen (34, 35), and genes involved in their synthesis also were induced in the TDR. Genes that are repressed in the ESR also were generally repressed in the TDR, although to a lesser degree; only about 10% of these genes were down-regulated twofold or more in the TDR (Fig. 10).

Notably, up-regulation of a large but specific subset of these ESR genes persisted in survivors, suggesting that the long, heterogeneous telomeres of survivors are sensed as being aberrant, thus keeping this subset of ESR genes continually up-regulated. These genes may play a role in the adaptation to loss of telomerase function.

A Telomerase Deletion Signature. We used hierarchical clustering to simultaneously compare the TDR with the reported genome-wide expression responses to diverse environmental stress conditions and DNA-damaging agents (11, 28, 29, 36). This analysis revealed a small set of genes, of both known and unknown function, that were all specifically induced at least threefold in both Δtcl1 time courses, but were rarely, if ever, induced under the other conditions used for this comparison. Together, we term these genes the telomerase deletion signature (Fig. 5). All of these genes except EMG1 and RPL37A, clustered together. This newly identified signature includes CAK1, a cyclin-dependent kinase activating kinase, CRP1, a putative cruciform DNA-binding protein (17), YHR115C, which contains a forhead-associated (FHA) domain (a protein–protein interaction motif commonly found in DNA damage response genes; ref. 30), and three genes involved in ribosomal biogenesis and/or RNA processing, RRP43, EMG1, and BUD31 (17).

Discussion

The discovery of the TDR reported here provides strong evidence that although loss of telomere structure and function leads to a general DNA damage response similar to that previously observed for MMS, IR, and HO endonuclease treatments, it also contains many features which distinguish it from these DNA damage responses. Thus, DNA breaks occurring because of telomere fusions...
and subsequent chromosome breakage are unlikely to account entirely for the response of senescent cells to telomere deletion. Furthermore, the differences between the TDR and DNA damage responses indicate that telomere damage itself is not recognized solely as double-stranded DNA breaks.

One defining feature of the TDR is the telomerase deletion signature group of genes, which provides a new cellular readout with potential utility in assessing telomere perturbations of various types. At this point, it is difficult to speculate on the roles of the ribosomal biogenesis and/or RNA processing genes RRP43, EMG1, and BUD31 in the TDR (see also Fig. 10). However, other genes in the signature are more obvious candidates for roles in telomere-specific pathways that are activated after deletion of telomerase. CRP1, which binds DNA cruciforms (17), is a candidate for involvement in telomere recombination/repair processes. Based on the common functions of known FHA domain-containing proteins in DNA damage responses (30), we hypothesize that YHR115C may have a role in signaling responses to telomere damage/shortening. Finally, the up-regulation of the cyclin-dependent kinase activating kinase, CAK1 may reflect a cellular attempt to adapt to the cell cycle arrest in senescent cells, although a new role unrelated to its cell cycle functions is not excluded.

The TDR and other DNA damage responses, although distinct, do share many features including the up-regulation of DNA damage signature and ESR genes. Expression of the DNA damage signature genes was maximal when telomeres were shortest, leading us to propose that their induction helps trigger the recombination pathway that is subsequently used to replicate telomeres. It will be informative to determine whether, like aspects of the DNA damage response (28), the expression profiles exhibited by the TDR also depend on MEC1. The response to telomere damage may be governed predominantly by TEL1, the MEC1 paralog and yeast homolog of the human ATM kinase, which is proposed to be a telomere-specific checkpoint gene in yeast (37, 38).

The up-regulation of energy production genes in the TDR uncovers an intriguing link between telomere damage and mitochondrial functions and biogenesis. The mechanism and significance of this link is not yet known. It is possible that derepression of subtelomeric silencing up-regulates an activator of oxidative phosphorylation genes. However, we note that derepression of telomeric silencing caused by deletion of the SIR genes does not result in a similar up-regulation of oxidative phosphorylation genes (17). Hence, a more active mechanism may exist for this up-regulation and the accompanying mitochondrial proliferation in response to telomere damage. It will be interesting to see whether this and other distinguishing features of the TDR may eventually also be found under other conditions of DNA damage. Unlike the deletion of telomerase, many of the methods that have been used to induce DNA damage thus far affect macromolecules (and therefore processes) other than DNA; such compounding effects complicate the identification of changes that would be induced by DNA damage alone.

The induction of ESR genes indicates that once telomeres become critically short in a ΔΔ1 strain, cells enter a stressed mode. Many of the stress-related gene expression changes may be attributable to signaling from short telomeres. However, another finding was that a specific subset of this stress response is sustained in survivors, despite their having both elongated telomeres and apparently healthy growth with normal budding index. This finding is in contrast to the DNA damage signature genes, whose expression is up-regulated as telomeres shorten and returns to near wild-type levels in survivors. The persistence of a partial ESR in survivors suggests that although the telomeres of survivors are functional in most respects, they have an aberrant structure that is sensed by the cell. We hypothesize that the continued up-regulation in survivors of a subset of ESR genes, as well as of some non-ESR genes, may be one important adaptive strategy used by the cell for life without telomerase.
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Correction

GENETICS. For the article “The genome-wide expression response to telomerase deletion in *Saccharomyces cerevisiae,*” by Shivani Nautiyal, Joseph L. DeRisi, and Elizabeth H. Blackburn, which appeared in issue 14, July 9, 2002, of *Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA* (99, 9316–9321; first published June 25, 2002; 10.1073/pnas.142162499), the authors note the following: “With respect to the microarrays that were used for this work, it has come to our attention that when the arrays were manufactured, a bookkeeping error that led to the mislabeling of 57 genes occurred. This error impacts 8 out of ~650 genes that were included in our analysis of the significant changes that are elicited by telomerase deletion. The reported gene IDs and the corrected gene IDs are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reported</th>
<th>Corrected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>YLR157C</td>
<td>YLR149C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YLR170C</td>
<td>YLR162W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YLR185W</td>
<td>YLR177W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YLR186W</td>
<td>YLR178C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YLR202C</td>
<td>YLR194C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YLR205C</td>
<td>YLR197W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YLR213C</td>
<td>YLR205C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YLR225C</td>
<td>YLR217W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the paper, YLR185W (*RPL37A*), YLR186W (*EMG1*), and YLR213C (*CRR1*) were discussed as part of a larger cluster of 12 genes, the telomerase deletion signature genes, which are uniquely up-regulated in cells deleted for telomerase but not under other conditions of stress or DNA damage. In light of the bookkeeping error, these three genes are no longer classified with the group of telomerase deletion signature genes.”

www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.0405229101